Effects of various catecholamine receptor antagonists, muscle relaxation and physical hindrance on shuttlebox self-stimulation.
Certain drugs, particularly clozapine and clonidine, have been reported to increase selectively the latency to initiate brain stimulation (the ON latency) in a shuttlebox test of self-stimulation, suggesting a preferential attenuation of the "reward" component. The pharmacological selectivity of this reported effect was systematically evaluated. At doses that blocked bar-pressing self-stimulation, metoclopramide (3 mg/kg), prazosin (3 mg/kg) clonidine (0.1mg/kg), clozapine (3 mg/kg)and haloperidol (0.3 mg/kg), all elevated the ON latency to a greater extent than the OFF latency. Methocarbamol (200 mg/kg), and a muscle relaxant, also elevated the ON latency preferentially but the magnitude of this preferential effect was smaller than that produced by the other drugs. A hurdle in the center of the shuttlebox increased the ON and OFF latencies nonselectively. The shuttlebox procedure does not clearly discriminate among various substances that interfere with noradrenergic or dopaminergic neurotransmission, but the common profile produced by the these substances is distinguishable to some degree from simple motor disruption.